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Epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) is activated during cancer invasion and metastasis, enriches for cancer stem cells
(CSCs), and contributes to therapeutic resistance and disease recurrence. Signal transduction kinases play a pivotal role as chromatin-anchored proteins in eukaryotes. Here we report for the first time that protein kinase C-theta (PKC-) promotes EMT by
acting as a critical chromatin-anchored switch for inducible genes via transforming growth factor ␤ (TGF-␤) and the key inflammatory regulatory protein NF-B. Chromatinized PKC- exists as an active transcription complex and is required to establish a
permissive chromatin state at signature EMT genes. Genome-wide analysis identifies a unique cohort of inducible PKC--sensitive genes that are directly tethered to PKC- in the mesenchymal state. Collectively, we show that cross talk between signaling
kinases and chromatin is critical for eliciting inducible transcriptional programs that drive mesenchymal differentiation and
CSC formation, providing novel mechanisms to target using epigenetic therapy in breast cancer.

E

pithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) is a key step in
cancer progression and the process of metastasis that creates a
reservoir for cancer stem cells (CSCs) and is associated with highly
aggressive traits (1–4). As well as driving metastasis, these CSCs, or
“precursor” metastatic cells, play a pivotal role in therapeutic resistance and relapse in breast cancer patients (5, 6). Breast CSCs
are a distinct subpopulation of mesenchymal cells that possess
several important features, namely, expression of key surface
markers (CD44high and CD24low) (7), a distinct transcriptome (3),
the ability to form spherical colonies in suspension cultures
(termed mammospheres) (8), and enhanced resistance to chemotherapy (9, 10) and ionizing radiation (11–14).
Eukaryotes utilize the chromatin landscape as its epigenetic
template within the nucleus of living cells in order to promote
inducible gene transcription in response to environmental signals.
Highly compacted chromatin structures are enriched in nucleosomes and are transcriptionally silent, and a net loss of nucleosomes from gene-specific regulatory regions increases chromatin
accessibility and initiates context-specific transcriptional programs. In addition to ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling and
exchange of histone variants with canonical histones, histone
modifications are thought to alter gene expression, by changing
chromatin structure and/or by providing a platform that promotes binding of transcriptional regulators (15–23).
Novel classes of chromatin-associated enzymes that play critical roles in modulating chromatin structure within the human
genome have recently been discovered. In particular, signaling
kinases can act as chromatin regulators of inducible gene transcription in both higher and lower eukaryotes by two distinct
mechanisms: relaying signals from the cytoplasm to the nucleus
and direct association with chromatin-bound transcription complexes at activated target genes in the nucleus (24–28). For example, the evolutionarily conserved protein kinase C (PKC) family
protein PKC- translocates to the nucleus to directly influence
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both inducible immune responsive gene transcription and the microRNAs essential for an effective immune response in T cells
(29).
Dysregulation of PKC- has been directly implicated in inflammatory disorders (30–32), tumor progression, and metastasis
and has been recently linked to aggressive breast cancers (33–35).
Elucidating the chromatin-associated role of PKC- in EMT and
CSC processes will be a crucial step to unraveling the molecular
events that contribute to cancer metastasis. To date, there is no
information regarding the cross talk between signaling kinases
and chromatin for eliciting transcriptional programs that drive
mesenchymal differentiation and CSC formation. Here we report
that PKC- is essential for EMT and the formation of CSCs in
breast cancer. Specifically, we show that chromatinized PKC-
acts as a critical molecular switch for inducible genes unique to
mesenchymal cells and whose expression is also elevated in CSCs.
Our findings show that the PKC pathway cooperates with the
transforming growth factor ␤ (TGF-␤) pathway and collaborates
with the NF-B pathway to promote a distinct transcriptional
program of inducible EMT and CSC signature genes. Using genome-wide analysis, a distinct cohort of inducible PKC--sensitive genes that are directly tethered to chromatinized PKC- in the
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mesenchymal state is identified. Several of the genes within this
cluster are known regulators of EMT and cancer progression, suggesting that chromatin-anchored PKC- is a novel upstream regulator of genes that drive EMT and cancer. This represents a novel
chromatin-regulatory mechanism that operates in EMT and CSCs
and shows that cross talk between the signaling kinases and chromatin axis in the mesenchymal state exists.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture and separation of CSCs from NCSCs. The adherent human
mammary adenocarcinoma cell lines MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 were
cultured in low-glucose Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM;
Gibco) and supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS), 2 mM L-glutamine, and 0.1% penicillin-streptomycin-neomycin (PSN) antibiotics.
Cells were stimulated with 0.65 ng/ml of phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate
(PMA) (Sigma-Aldrich) or 20 ng/ml of TGF-␤ (R&D systems) for the
times indicated. Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) was performed on single-cell suspensions stained with anti-CD44-APC (559942;
BD Biosciences) and anti-CD24-PE antibodies (555428; BD Biosciences)
along with Hoechst 33258 (561908; BD Biosciences) to monitor cell viability as previously detailed (3). The FACS gating strategy used in this
study is adopted and modified from the pioneer breast CSC publications
(7), which sorted cells based on the CD44high/CD24low phenotype, shown
to be associated with human breast CSCs (7, 36, 37), and are commonly
used as CSC surface markers. A flow cytometry gating strategy was always
included in the analysis to exclude dead cells (Hoechst-negative cells).
Immortalized human mammary epithelial (HMLE) cells were obtained from Robert Weinberg (Whitehead Institute, MIT) and cultured in
serum-free HuMEC ready medium (Gibco). EMT was induced by culturing cells in DMEM–F-12 (1:1) supplemented with 5% fetal calf serum, 20
ng/ml epidermal growth factor (EGF; R&D systems), 0.5 mg/ml hydrocortisone (Sigma), 10 g/ml insulin (Novo Nordisk Pharmaceuticals),
and 2 ng/ml TGF-␤ (R&D systems) for 15 days, with cells passaged every
3 to 4 days. Affymetrix human gene arrays were performed on parental
HMLE and TGF-␤-induced HMLE cells that had undergone a full EMT
(termed HMLE inducible model [HMLE-IM] cells).
Mammosphere assay. Mammosphere culture medium components
were purchased from StemCell Technologies, and mammosphere assays
were performed as recommended by the manufacturer. Briefly, 40,000
cells/2 ml cell dilutions were prepared, and 2 ml of cells was seeded in
6-well ultralow-attachment, flat-bottomed plates (Costar). Mammospheres larger than 60 m were counted in each well on day 7, and images
were taken.
Transfection conditions. Transfection was performed as previously
described (29, 38). Human PKC- small interfering RNA (siRNA) (sc36252), p50 siRNA (sc-44211), p65 siRNA (sc-44212), and mock siRNA A
(fluorescein conjugate) (sc-36869) were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnologies, and forward transfections were performed with 20 nM
siRNA using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen).
Patients and tumor samples. Whole sections of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) postsurgical breast specimens and clinical data
were used in accordance with ethics approval ETHLR 13.041 (ACT Health
Human Research Ethics Committee). Normal breast tissues were breast
reduction mammoplasty specimens from women with no history of
breast cancer. Patients’ disease status, hormone receptor status, and treatment information were obtained from the Australian Capital Territory
and South East New South Wales Breast Cancer Treatment Group (ACT
& SE NSW BCTG).
Immunohistochemistry. Immunohistochemistry was performed using the Bond automated system (Vision Biosystems) according to a standard protocol as previously described (39). Intracellular staining of cell
lines was performed as detailed previously (29, 38).
Antibodies used for intracellular staining. The primary antibodies
used were anti-laminin-5 (MAB 1949; Millipore) and antifibronectin
(MAB 1926; Millipore) followed by secondary antibodies conjugated to
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Alexa Fluor 488 (A11001; Life Technology) or Alexa Fluor 568 (A10037;
Life Technology).
PKC activity assay. PKC- and PKC-␤ activity assays (Enzo Life Sciences; DI-EKS-420A) were performed according to the manufacturer’s
protocol and as previously described (38).
NF-B activity assay. The TransAM NF-B family kit was used for
NF-B activity assays (43296; Active Motif). Assays were performed according to the manufacturer’s guidelines. Five micrograms of protein
from MDA-MB231- or MCF-IM-derived whole-cell, nuclear, and cytoplasmic extracts was used in triplicate for the assays. Raji nuclear extract
was used as a positive control. Wild-type and mutated consensus oligonucleotides were also used as a negative and a positive control, respectively.
Immunoblot analysis. Immunoblot analysis was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol and as previously described (19) with
anti-PKC- (sc-212; Santa Cruz), anti-p65 (ab7970; Abcam), anti-phospho (ser-468)-p65 (3039; Cell Signaling), anti-phospho (ser-536)-p65
(3031; Cell Signaling), and RNA polymerase (Pol) II(c-21) (ab817; Abcam) antibodies.
GSEA. Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) was performed using
default parameters, except that gene set perturbation was used, and the
gene ranking was performed based on differences between the classes. The
gene sets used were from the chemical and genetic permutations group (c2
cgp version 4) MSigDB (40). Sets were considered enriched if the falsediscovery rate (FDR) was less than 25% with a nominal P value of less than
0.01.
Total RNA isolation and qRT-PCR. Total RNA was extracted, and
reverse transcription-quantitative PCR (qRT-PCR) was performed as
previously described (22). The TaqMan microRNA reverse transcription
kit (ABI 4366596) was used for microRNAs, and the data were normalized
to RNU6B as previously described (29).
ChIP, sequential ChIP, and FAIRE assays. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays were performed according to the protocol supplied by Upstate Biotechnology, as previously detailed (29). In all ChIP
assays, a no-antibody IP control and an isotype-specific control antibody
were included to ensure that only specific enrichment was being monitored. ChIP samples were subsequently used for SYBR green real-time
PCR (Sigma). Standard curves were generated for each primer set to correct for differences in primer efficiency. The human interleukin-2 (IL-2)
promoter region, a gene not expressed in our EMT/CSC models, was
routinely included as a negative control. ChIP enrichment ratios were
calculated such that only enrichment above the negative control was considered specific protein binding, as described previously (22). Briefly, cycle threshold (CT) values from the real-time PCR amplification plots were
first converted to arbitrary copies. Sample data were next normalized to
the corresponding total input. Fold changes above the no-antibody control were then calculated to generate the ChIP enrichment ratio. Sequential ChIP assays were performed as described previously (29). Formaldehyde-associated isolation of regulatory elements (FAIRE) assays were
performed as previously described, and the DNA was subsequently utilized for SYBR green real-time PCR (41). To compare the relative FAIREenriched DNA copy number for each amplicon across samples, the CT
value was converted to arbitrary copies and then normalized to the reference gene, PPIA, as an endogenous control for chromatin accessibility. All
assay results represent means ⫾ standard errors (SE) from three independent experiments.
Antibodies and promoter primers used for ChIP, sequential ChIP,
and FAIRE assays. The antibodies used for ChIP, sequential ChIP, and
FAIRE assays were anti-PKC- (sc-212; Santa Cruz), anti-PKC- phospho s695 (ab75658; Abcam), anti-Pol II (c-21) (ab817; Abcam), antiZeb-1 (sc-10573; Santa Cruz), anti-p50 (sc-1191; Santa Cruz), and antip65 (ab7970; Abcam). The promoter primers used for RT-PCR were
human CD44 (Fwd, TGAGCTCTCCCTCTTTCCAC; Rev, TTGGATAT
CCTGGGAGAGGA), PLAUR (Fwd, GGGAAGCAAAGCAAGGGTTA;
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Rev, GTTTTGTCAGGAGGGATACTGG), and IL-6 (Fwd, CTCACCCT
CCAACAAAGATTT; Rev, CAGAATGAGCCTCAGACATC).
ChIP-seq. Ten nanograms of PKC--immunoprecipitated ChIPDNA and the corresponding total input (TI) were used to prepare the
ChIP-sequencing (ChIP-seq) DNA library with the NEBNext ChIP-Seq
Library Prep master mix set for Illumina (NEB number E6240L; New
England BioLabs Inc.) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
ChIP-DNA size was selected with AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter,
Inc., part number A63881). The selected DNA was repaired with
NEBNext end repair enzyme mix and buffer, followed by treatment with
Klenow fragment (3=¡5= exo⫺) to generate “A” base overhangs. Subsequent adaptor ligation of the dA-tailed DNA was performed with 1.5 M
NEBNext adaptor primers, Quick Ligation reaction buffer, and Quick T4
DNA ligase. AMPure beads were used to isolate library fragments ranging
between 175 and 225 bp in size, and the purified DNA was combined with
the NEBNext High-Fidelity 2X PCR master mix, 25 M Universal PCR
primer, and 25 M index primer for multiplexing purposes (NEBNext
multiplex oligonucleotides for Illumina, NEB number E7335L; New England BioLabs Inc.). A total of 15 cycles were used for PCR amplification of
the adaptor-ligated DNA. The resultant ChIP-DNA library was subjected
to DNA purification with AMPure beads. The quality of the ChIP-DNA
library was assessed on a Bioanalyzer. A 10-fold serial dilution of the
library was prepared for RT-PCR with qPCR primers 1.1 and 1.2 to check
the amplification efficiency of the ChIP DNA library. A total of 2 nM was
captured on the Illumina flow cell for cluster generation. The ChIP DNA
library was sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq2000 using a single-read
50-bp run at the Ramaciotti Centre for Gene Function Analysis, University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia.
Bioinformatics for ChIP sequencing. DNA sequences from bp
⫺1000 to ⫹500 relative to the transcription start site (TSS) of each gene
(promoter analysis) or of 1,000 bp centered on the ChIP-seq peak were
obtained from the University of California—Santa Cruz (UCSC) genome
browser (Hg19). The MatInspector and Match programs were used to
scan the sequences for position weight matrices (PWM) for differential
transcription factor binding sites (42). Both the core and matrix similarity
score cutoffs for the PWMs were set to minimize false-positive and -negative rates. For promoter analysis, Fisher’s exact test was used to determine statistically overrepresented sites in the gene cohorts compared to a
random set of 974 promoters. For ChIP-seq, Z-scores were used to determine which motifs were overrepresented compared to promoter regions
and genomic regions.
Reads were first trimmed of adapter sequences using Cutadapt and
then mapped to the human genome (Hg19) using local alignment in
Bowtie 2 (43). Only reads that uniquely mapped to the genome were used
for subsequent analysis. Duplicate reads were removed using Picard (http:
//picard.sourceforge.net), and enriched regions were called against the
relevant total input samples using a P value cutoff of 0.05 for the zeroinflated negative binomial algorithm (ZINBA) (44) and a posterior probability cutoff of 0.999 for BayesPeak (45). For representation in UCSC,
reads were extended by 200 bp, and HTSeq was used to create wig files.
The number of reads per peak was normalized to the reads per million
(uniquely) mapped reads. The nearest Ensembl transcript to the peaks
was determined using ChIPpeakAnno (46).
Microarray analysis. Microarray studies were performed on MCF-IM
and HMLE-IM cells. Briefly, MCF-7 cells were either nonstimulated or
stimulated with PMA for 60 h; stimulated cells were sorted by FACS for
CSCs and NCSCs. HMLE cells were stimulated with TGF-␤ as previously
described (3). Additional studies were carried out on MCF-7 cells nonstimulated or stimulated with PMA for 60 h in the presence of mock
siRNA or PKC- siRNA.
Hugene 1.0 microarrays were normalized using the robust multiarray
average (RMA) and then loess in R utilizing only the main probes, with
small RNAs and uncharacterized probe sets removed. Hugene 2.0 arrays
were RMA normalized using Affymetrix Powertools, and only “main” and
“rescue” probe sets were used for analysis. Differences of log2 (0.5) (1.4-
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fold) were used as cutoff for expression changes unless otherwise stated.
Heat maps were generated using the Heatplus library in R and clustered
with complete linkage and Euclidean distances.
Gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis was performed using
DAVID (47) with a Benjamini P value cutoff of 0.05 and a requirement for
the GO group to have at least 10 genes in the query list. The query list was
compared to either all genes on the relevant microarray (13,261 genes)
or a sample of human genes (13,528 genes). Replicate arrays were not
performed, but extensive validation was undertaken by quantitative
RT-PCR.
Statistical analysis. All comparisons between treated and untreated
samples were performed using the two-tailed nonparametric MannWhitney test. For multiple comparisons, the Friedman test with Dunn’s
multiple-comparisons posttest was used. Data are expressed as means ⫾
standard errors (SE).
Microarray data accession number. Microarray and ChIP sequencing data are deposited in GEO under accession number GSE53335.

RESULTS

The PKC pathway orchestrates a distinct inducible gene expression program in EMT and CSCs. To determine to what extent the
PKC pathway contributes to the induction of EMT in breast cancer, phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA), a known PKC pathway inducer (48, 49), was used to induce EMT in the human
epithelial MCF-7 breast cancer cell line. Consistent with previous
reports in a prostate cancer cell line (50), treatment of MCF-7 cells
with PMA induced morphological changes of EMT, with loss of
cell-cell contacts, spindle cell morphology, increased laminin-5
and fibronectin staining (Fig. 1A), and increased motility (Fig.
1B). There was rapid induction of the EMT-related genes PLAUR,
LAMC2, ZEB1, ITGB6, FN1, SNAI1, and SNAI2 (see Fig. S1A and
B in the supplemental material) and a reduction in CDH1 and
microRNAs MIR200B and MIR200C within 24 to 60 h poststimulation (see Fig. S1A and C in the supplemental material). An optimized dose of PMA was utilized, such that it resulted in maximal
EMT with minimal cell death (see Fig. S1D in the supplemental
material). It should be noted that the PMA concentration used in
this study is much lower than commonly used PMA concentrations either in T cells (29) or in previous studies that showed EMT
induction by PMA (20 ng/ml) (50). Here, the PMA-induced EMT
in MCF-7 cells is referred to as the MCF-7-inducible model
(MCF-IM). In this model, epithelial cells are denoted as nonstimulated (NS) and mesenchymal cells induced by PMA denoted
as stimulated (ST).
MCF-IM cells treated with PMA for 60 h induced a distinct
gene expression microarray profile, with the top 20 most highly
induced genes including the EMT genes LAMC2 and ITGB6 and
the key CSC marker gene, CD44 (Fig. 1C; see Table S1 in the
supplemental material). The microarray data were successfully
validated for a subset of transcripts by quantitative real-time PCR
(see Fig. S1E and F in the supplemental material). Formation of a
CD44high and CD24low CSC subpopulation (here referred to as
CD44high/CD24low CSCs) was confirmed by FACS (Fig. 1D and E)
and mammosphere assays (Fig. 1F). PMA stimulation generated
three other subpopulations, namely, CD44low/CD24low, CD44low/
CD24high, and CD44high/CD24high, which we collectively termed
non-CSCs (or NCSCs) (see Fig. S1G in the supplemental material). In addition, data suggested that continuous induction of the
PKC pathway by PMA is required for the CD44high/CD24low CSC
phenotype (see Fig. S1H to J in the supplemental material), and
the FACS-sorted population of NCSCs could not be converted
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FIG 1 The PKC pathway results in a distinct inducible gene expression program in EMT and CSCs. (A) Phase-contrast and confocal microscopy with antibody
staining for antifibronectin or anti-laminin-5 (green) and DAPI (4=,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; nuclear stain; blue) of MCF-7 IM cells, nonstimulated (NS) or
PMA stimulated (ST). (B) Wound healing assay at 0 h (red line) and 18 h (green line) of MCF-IM cells as indicated above. (C) Top 20 genes in MCF-IM cells via
microarray analysis. Data depicted as fold changes relative to NS. (D) FACS analysis of CD44high/CD24low CSCs. (E) Percent CD44high/CD24low CSCs from panel
D. (F) Mammosphere assay of MCF-IM. (G) mRNA expression measured by real-time PCR. mRNA levels are expressed as arbitrary copy numbers; fold changes
relative to NS are shown above error bars. (H) H3K4me3 ChIP across the CD44 promoter. Data represented as ChIP enrichment ratios relative to no-antibody
control. (I) Top 60 genes expressed in CD44high/CD24low CSCs. Blue, low expression; red, high expression. (J) Percentages of CD44high/CD24low CSCs induced
with PMA, TGF-␤, or both, determined by by FACS analysis. (K) mRNA expression by real-time PCR analysis of samples as described for panel J. (L) Enrichment
of genes upregulated by TGF-␤ in embryonic fibroblasts in the list of genes ranked from higher (red) to lower (blue) in MCF-IM. All results either represent the
means ⫾ the standard errors from three independent experiments or (for panels A and B) are the individual results from a representative experiment of three
replicates (n ⫽ 3). **, P ⬍ 0.01; *, P ⬍ 0.05; ns, not significant.

into CSCs (see Fig. S1K in the supplemental material), which suggested that non-CSCs in this model do not have the ability to gain
CSC phenotype despite prolonged stimulation.
To investigate the transcriptional characteristics of MCF-IM
cells, induced CD44high/CD24low CSCs and NCSCs were FACS
sorted to high purity (⬎95%) (see Fig. S1L and M in the supplemental material) and a subset of EMT genes were analyzed by
quantitative real-time PCR. EMT-associated genes, such as CD44,
LAMC2, and PLAUR, displayed increased abundance in CSCs
compared to NCSCs, while others, such as FN1 and ITGB6, did
not (Fig. 1G). Consistent with increased expression of CD44 in the
CSC subset, the active chromatin mark H3K4me3 was selectively
enriched on the CD44 promoter in CSCs (Fig. 1H). CD24 transcript expression remained as low in CD44high/CD24low CSCs as in
nonstimulated cells, while in the NCSC population CD24 expression was higher than in nonstimulated cells (see Fig. S1N in the
supplemental material). Therefore, a cohort of EMT-associated
genes are preferentially expressed in the CD44high/CD24low CSCs;
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the top 60 genes displayed increased abundance in CSCs compared to NCSCs, and nonstimulated (NS) MCF-7 cells are depicted in Fig. 1I. In addition, the data also showed that CSCs, but
not NCSCs, express key “stemness” factors such as MYC and KLF4
(see Fig. S1O in the supplemental material). Together, these data
suggest that the PKC pathway is involved in the induction of two
distinct inducible gene expression programs: (i) the mesenchymal-enriched gene program, which is induced in both CSCs and
NCSCs; and (ii) the CD44high/CD24low CSC-enriched gene program, which is preferentially induced in CSCs.
The TGF-␤ pathway has a well-established role in EMT and
CD44high/CD24low CSC formation, so we examined whether the
TGF-␤ and PKC pathways cooperate to induce CSCs. TGF-␤ enhanced PMA-induced CD44high/CD24low CSC formation in
MCF-7 cells but did not induce EMT or CSC generation alone
(Fig. 1J); this was confirmed by transcript analysis, which showed
increased expression of CD44, ALDH, and IL-6 (Fig. 1K), suggesting cooperative gene regulation by the two pathways. To ascertain
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FIG 1 continued

a global picture of the cooperation between the PKC and TGF-␤
pathways, we compared the genes induced by PMA to those
known to be associated with EMT and/or TGF-␤ induction.
Genes induced by PMA include COL6A1, SLCO2A1, PALM,
DCHS1, SCARB2, LIMS2, LTBP3, COL6A2, SERPINE1,
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SERPINE2, ITGAV, CRIP2, FLNC, and LOXL2, which are associated
with EMT (51), and NRP1, TUBA1A, OLFML3, BIN1, NEBL,
THY1, UGDH, C10orf56, LTBP2, TPM1, RGL1, MYL9, and
PPAP2B, which are associated with TGF-␤ induction (52) (see
Table S1 in the supplemental material). Gene set enrichment anal-
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FIG 2 Nuclear PKC- is required for the induction of key EMT and CSC signature genes. (A) Venn diagram of microarray analysis depicting “inducible
PKC--sensitive gene cluster” by comparison of “PKC pathway induced genes” with “PKC- siRNA-sensitive genes.” Genes with a log2 (0.5)-fold difference were
considered induced. (B) mRNA expression by real-time PCR in MCF-IM following transfection with either mock siRNA or PKC- siRNA and subsequently
either nonstimulated (NS) or PMA stimulated (ST) for 60 h. mRNA expression changes are presented as fold changes (FC) relative to NS. (C) FACS analysis of
CD44high/CD24low CSCs as described for panel B. (D) Mammosphere assay of mRNA under conditions as described for panel B. (E) PKC enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA)-based kinase assays for PKC- peptide inhibitor. Relative kinase activity was calculated after subtracting blank wells. (F)
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ysis (GSEA) (40) showed that 651 and 592 gene sets were enriched
in the PMA-treated cells or CSCs, respectively, compared to the
untreated cells, with a P value of ⬍0.01 and an FDR of ⬍25% (see
Tables S2 and S3 in the supplemental material). These included
several lists of TGF-␤ targets such as that from Plasari et al. (53)
and Verrecchia et al. (54), an EMT-upregulated gene list (55), and
genes upregulated in mammary stem cells (56) (Fig. 1L; see also
Fig. S1P and Q in the supplemental material). Furthermore, GSEA
also showed that many of the top enriched sets were genes upregulated during inflammatory processes (see Tables S2 and S3 and
Fig. S2R and S in the supplemental material), such as the interferon pathway (57–59), the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) pathway
(60), and growth factors such as the EGF pathway (61). Thus,
PMA induction of the PKCs operates via key inflammatory processes previously shown to induce EMT (62–65) and cooperates
with the TGF-␤ pathway.
Taken together, our findings illustrate that induction of the
PKC pathway elicits EMT and CD44high/CD24low CSC formation
to enhance a distinct program of inducible EMT signature genes.
PKC-, a member of a novel subfamily of PKCs, is essential
for the induction of key EMT and CD44high/CD24lowCSC signature genes. Our results thus far indicate that PKC family members
may play a role in eliciting inducible gene expression programs
during EMT and CSC formation. Furthermore, our previous T
cell study hypothesized a role for PKC- in EMT, since ChIP-onChIP promoter analysis in Jurkat T cells suggested direct tethering
of this kinase to genes involved with migration (29). To address
the extent to which the PKC- pathway contributes to PKCdriven inducible gene expression during EMT, we performed
global transcript analysis of mock- and PKC- siRNA-treated
MCF-IM cells using a previously validated pool of five PKC-specific 19- to 25-nucleotide (nt) siRNAs (Santa Cruz) (29). Effective PKC- knockdown was confirmed by Western blotting
with anti-PKC- antibody (see Fig. S2A in the supplemental material) and ChIP (see Fig. S2B in the supplemental material). One
thousand three hundred fifty-six (40%) of the genes that were
induced by PMA-mediated activation of PKC were inhibited by
PKC- knockdown (Fig. 2A). The microarray data were successfully validated for a subset of transcripts by quantitative real-time
PCR (see Fig. S2C and D in the supplemental material). The “inducible PKC--sensitive gene cluster” (Fig. 2A; see also Table S4 in
the supplemental material) included EMT signature genes such as
SERPINE1, FN1, HSPG2, ILIRL1, TM4SF1, ITGAV, SERPINE2,
SLCO2A1, EMP1, LOXL2, IFI27, EDN1, TNFRSF21, CD59,
AFRN, and ANXA2 (52). Approximately 15% of the genes in this
cluster also displayed increased abundance in HMLE-IM cells (see
Table S4 in the supplemental material). Additionally, microarray
profiling showed that 17.8% of genes from this cohort were en-

riched in CSCs compared to NCSCs (see Table S4 in the supplemental material), and quantitative real-time PCR confirmed that
the key CSC signature genes CD44, PLAUR, IL-6, and ALDH were
highly dependent on PKC- (Fig. 2B). In further support of the
key role of PKC- in CSCs, knockdown of PKC- using siRNAs in
MCF-IM showed reduction in the CSC subpopulation (Fig. 2C),
mammosphere formation (Fig. 2D), and increased MIR200C expression (see Fig. S2E in the supplemental material). Furthermore, a PKC--specific peptide inhibitor, which effectively inhibited PKC- activity (Fig. 2E), consistent with previous reports
(66), also abolished EMT and CD44high/CD24low CSC formation
as assessed by morphology (Fig. 2F), FACS (Fig. 2G), and transcript analysis (Fig. 2H) in MCF-IM. This was further verified
using PKC- short hairpin RNA (shRNA) in the MDA-MB-231
model, which predominantly contains CD44high/CD24low CSCs
(67) (see Fig. S2F and G in the supplemental material).
To ascertain the contribution of nuclear PKC- in CSC-inducible-gene regulation, we utilized previously validated PKC- wildtype (WT) and nuclear localization sequence (NLS) constructs
(38). We observed reduced nuclear localization of PKC- in NLS
mutant-transfected MCF-7 cells (Fig. 2I; see also Fig. S2H in the
supplemental material). Transfection of PKC- NLS mutants inhibited generation of CD44high/CD24low CSCs compared to
PKC- WT constructs in MCF-IM cells (Fig. 2J). This inhibitory
effect of NLS mutation on the formation of CD44high/CD24low
CSCs was also confirmed by reduced transcription of the CSCinducible genes CD44, PLAUR, and IL-6 in MCF-IM (Fig. 2K).
Overall, these data show that nuclear PKC- is required for the
transcription of CSC-enriched inducible genes.
To establish whether nuclear PKC- has clinical relevance in
breast cancer, we initially analyzed the subcellular distribution of
PKC- in the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments of luminal
and basal breast cancer cell lines by immunoblotting. PKC- was
predominantly located in the nuclei of a panel of human basal cell
lines (Fig. 2L; see also Fig. S2I in the supplemental material) with
little detection in the cytoplasmic fractions of these cell lines. The
purity of the nuclear extracts was confirmed by performing immunoblotting against lamin A/C (nuclear protein control) and
␤-adaptin (cytoplasmic protein control), which was negative (Fig.
2L; see also Fig. S2J in the supplemental material). In addition,
PKC- fluorescence microscopy of MCF-IM showed minimal detection of PKC- in the epithelial state but increased presence of
predominantly nuclear PKC- (PKC- phosphorylated at T538
[PKC--P]) in the mesenchymal state following activation with
PMA (Fig. 2M and N). Consistent with these observations, PKC-
mRNA expression was the most induced in the mesenchymal state
compared to cPKC-␣, cPKC-␤, and PKC-␦ family members in the
MCF-IM (see Fig. S2K in the supplemental material). The MDA-

Phase-contrast microscopy images of MCF-7 cells captured with either pretreatment with vehicle control (⫺) or PKC--specific peptide (⫹) and subsequently
nonstimulated (NS) or PMA stimulated (ST). (G) CD44high/CD24low CSC FACS analysis of samples as described for panel F. (H) mRNA expression by real-time
PCR of CD44 and IL-6 as described for panel F. (I) Fluorescence microscopy images of MCF-7 cells following overexpression of PKC- WT (wild type) or PKC-
NLS. (J) CD44high/CD24low CSCs FACS analysis of samples as described for panel H. Data are plotted as percent CSC increase above results for mock-treated
samples. (K) mRNA expression by real-time PCR of samples as described for panel H. Data are plotted as percent change in transcript above results for
mock-treated samples. (L) Immunoblotting for PKC- in cytoplasmic (C) and nuclear (N) fractions of indicated human breast cancer cell lines. (M) Confocal
microscopy of MCF-IM with PKC--P (phospho-T538) antibody (green) and nuclei stained with DAPI (blue). (N) Ratio of nuclear to cytoplasmic fluorescence
(Fn/c) values for confocal microscopy images of MCF-IM as described for panel M. Image analysis was performed on confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)
files to determine Fn/c after subtraction of the fluorescence due to background. (O) Photomicrographs of nuclear and cytoplasmic staining of normal and triple
negative invasive human breast cancer tissues using antibodies as above. All results represent either the means ⫾ the standard errors from three independent
experiments or, for panels F, I, L, M, and O, the individual results from a representative experiment of three replicates (n ⫽ 3). *, P ⬍ 0.05.
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FIG 3 Chromatinized PKC- exists as an active transcription complex on EMT- and CSC-inducible genes and is required for chromatin accessibility. (A) PKC-
ChIP in MCF-IM, HMLE-IM, and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell lines across the CD44 and IL-2 promoter region for MCF-IM. A no-antibody (NA) control
was used as a negative control. (B and C) PKC--P ChIP (B) or RNA polymerase II (Pol II) ChIP (C) in MCF-IM across PLAUR and CD44 promoter regions. (D)
Enrichment of DNA of the PLAUR promoter seen when sequential ChIP was performed in MCF-IM first with anti-Pol II antibody and then with anti-PKC-.
(E) Pol II ChIP in MCF-IM transfected with either mock siRNA or PKC- siRNA followed by PMA stimulation (ST) or no stimulation (NS) across the CD44
promoter region. (F) FAIRE across CD44, PLAUR, IL-6, and IL-2 promoter regions in MCF-IM transfected with either mock siRNA or PKC- siRNA. All results
represent the means ⫾ the standard errors from three independent experiments (n ⫽ 3). **, P ⬍ 0.01; *, P ⬍ 0.05.

MB231 metastatic cell line (⬎90% CD44high/CD24low CSCs) also
expressed high levels of PKC- transcripts (see Fig. S2K).
Next, we analyzed the presence of PKC- protein in normal
breast tissue and invasive breast cancers. Triple negative (TN)
breast cancers showed immunoreactivity for active PKC- (PKC-P) within the nuclear compartment of mitotic cells (Fig. 2O).
TN subtypes also showed cytoplasmic staining of PKC- compared to normal breast ducts, which showed only weak cytoplasmic and patchy nuclear immunoreactivity (Fig. 2O). Additionally,
strong circumferential membranous staining of CD44 was observed in TN subtypes. For all the antibodies used in the immunohistochemistry studies, a section of breast cancer and normal
breast tissue was run as a negative control by omitting the primary
antibody (see Fig. S2L in the supplemental material). Together
with in vitro data, these clinical data implicate both nuclear and
cytoplasmic PKC- in the formation and maintenance of CSCs in
human breast cancer.
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Chromatinized PKC- tethers as an active transcription
complex to EMT- and CSC-inducible genes and is required
for chromatin accessibility at these loci. Nuclear PKC- therefore contributes to inducible gene expression programs in the
mesenchymal state. Given that this kinase has previously been
implicated as a chromatin-anchored protein (29), we queried
whether PKC- has the ability to directly tether to mesenchymal
inducible genes. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) using a
pan-PKC--specific antibody shows that PKC- directly tethers to
the proximal promoter of CD44 in three human EMT models but
not the IL-2 gene promoter, a gene not transcribed in these EMT
models (Fig. 3A). In addition, the active form of PKC- (PKC-P) and the active transcription mark, RNA polymerase II (Pol
II), were significantly enriched across the proximal promoters of
the CSC-inducible genes PLAUR and CD44 in the mesenchymal
state in the MCF-IM model (Fig. 3B and C). Furthermore, sequential ChIP analysis demonstrated that Pol II and PKC- coexist on
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FIG 4 PKC activity is required for transcription of inducible EMT signature genes. (A) PKC ELISA-based kinase assays of nuclei and whole cells of MCF-IM
using anti-PKC- antibody for immunoprecipitation. Kinase assays were performed on these PKC- fractions, and absorbance was measured at 450 nM. Kinase
activity was calculated after subtracting blank wells. Recombinant active PKC- was used as a positive control; secondary antibody alone was used as a negative
control. (B) PKC ELISA-based kinase assays as described for panel A, using PKC activity inhibitor bisindolylmaleimide-I (BIM). (C) PKC- ChIP across the
CD44 promoter in MCF-IM either without (⫺BIM) or with (⫹BIM) PKC inhibitor bisindolylmaleimide-I pretreatment and subsequent stimulation. (D) FAIRE
assays in MCF-IM as described for panel B. (E) mRNA expression by real-time PCR with samples as in panel C. (F) mRNA expression by real-time PCR in
MDA-MB-231 cells either without (⫺) or with (⫹) BIM. (G) FACS analysis of CD44high/CD24low CSCs as in panel D. (H and I) Mammosphere assays of
MCF-IM cells preincubated with (⫹) or without (⫺) BIM. (J) FACS analysis of CD44high/CD24low CSCs either without (⫺) or with (⫹) BIM in MDA-MB-231
cells. (K) Representative images of MCF-IM or MDA-MB-231 cells either with pretreatment (ST ⫹ BIM) or without pretreatment (ST ⫺ BIM). Images were
either taken by phase-contrast microscope or stained with anti-laminin-5 (green) and DAPI (nuclear stain; blue). All results either represent the means ⫾ the
standard errors from three independent experiments or are, for panels I and K, the individual results from a representative experiment of three replicates (n ⫽
3). *, P ⬍ 0.05; ns, not significant.
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FIG 5 Active PKC- is required for activity of the NF-B family. (A) Transcription factor motifs significantly overrepresented in the promoters of the genes
increased and decreased in expression in CSCs (compared to both NCSC and NS) compared to a randomly chosen set of 974 promoters. (B and C) ELISA-based
NF-B activity assays using p50 antibody or p65 antibody, respectively. Raji cell extract was used as a positive control. Nuclear and cytoplasmic extracts were
prepared from MCF-IM cells, and 5 g/well protein was used in triplicate wells. (D) PKC ELISA-based kinase assays for PKC- specific activity inhibitor
compound 27 (C27). Kinase activity was calculated after subtracting blank wells. (E) PKC ELISA-based kinase assays of nuclear extract or cytoplasmic extract
from MCF-IM cells without (⫺) or with (⫹) C27 inhibitor. Assays were performed without specific immunoprecipitates for global PKC activity. (F) FACS
analysis of CD44high/CD24low CSC subpopulation in MCF-IM. MCF-7 cells were stimulated with PMA (0.65 ng/ml for 60 h) either without pretreatment of
PKC- specific activity inhibitor compound 27 (⫺C27) or with pretreatment with compound 27 (⫹C27) (1 M for 24 h). (G) mRNA expression by real-time
PCR with samples as described for panel F. (H and I) Nuclear p50 or nuclear p65 activity in samples as described for panel B after treatment of MCF-IM cells either
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the PLAUR gene promoter in stimulated cells (Fig. 3D), suggesting that PKC- exists as part of an active transcription complex in
the mesenchymal state. PKC- knockdown decreased chromatin
association of Pol II (Fig. 3E) and the active chromatin mark
H3K4me2 (see Fig. S3A in the supplemental material) on the
PLAUR gene promoter in MCF-IM cells, suggesting that PKC- is
required for the association of Pol II onto the chromatin template
in the mesenchymal state.
Given that our data thus far implicate nuclear PKC- in the transcription of inducible CSC genes and that PKC- directly tethers to chromatin at these loci, we tested the function of PKC-
in mediating chromatin accessibility. Formaldehyde-associated isolation of regulatory elements (FAIRE) assay of mock
siRNA-transfected cells showed increased chromatin accessibility across the promoters of CSC-inducible genes CD44,
PLAUR, and IL-6 in the mesenchymal state in MCF-IM cells
(Fig. 3F). In contrast, PKC- knockdown resulted in decreased
accessibility across the proximal promoter region of all three of
these genes (Fig. 3F).
Overall, these data suggest that chromatinized PKC- exists as an
active transcription complex of key inducible genes in the mesenchymal state. Our data also support the notion that PKC- is essential for
establishing chromatin accessibility of these inducible genes.
PKC- activity is required for chromatin accessibility of key
inducible EMT and CD44high/CD24low-CSC signature genes.
PKC- activity profiling of cytoplasmic and nuclear extracts from
the MCF-IM revealed kinase activity in both compartments, with
significant nuclear PKC- activity induction in the mesenchymal
state (Fig. 4A). PKC activity was also detected in both cytoplasmic
and nuclear fractions of the MDA-MB231 metastatic model
(⬎90% CSCs) (see Fig. S4A in the supplemental material). Since
active PKC- predominates on the chromatin template of inducible genes in the mesenchymal state, we next addressed the
importance of PKC- catalytic activity in its ability to tether to
chromatin with a selective inhibitor of PKC catalytic activity,
bisindolylmaleimide I (BIM) (68, 69), which also successfully
inhibited PKC- activity (Fig. 4B).
Pretreatment of MCF-IM with BIM (Fig. 4B) substantially prevented PKC- from associating with the CD44 promoter (Fig.
4C). Furthermore, PKC- catalytic activity was also required for
chromatin accessibility (Fig. 4D) and corresponding transcription
of the mesenchymal enriched genes LAMC2, CD44, PLAUR, and
IL-6 (MCF-IM [Fig. 4E] and MDA-MB-231 [Fig. 4F]).
Consistent with these transcriptional data, CSC formation was
abrogated in BIM-treated MCF-IM cells as measured by FACS
analysis (Fig. 4G) and mammosphere assays (Fig. 4H and I). Similar effects were observed in basal/metastatic MDA-MB-231 cells,
in which BIM treatment reduced the CD44high/CD24low CSC population (Fig. 4J). Interestingly, incubation of MDA-MB-231 cells
with BIM visually appeared to prevent morphological changes of
EMT, with the appearance of an increase in cell-cell contacts, de-

crease in spindle cell morphology, and decreased laminin-5 staining (Fig. 4K).
Overall, these results suggest that catalytic activity of this kinase
is required for chromatin accessibility for EMT and the formation
of CSCs in human breast cancer cells.
Signaling via PKC- is a prerequisite for NF-B activity. We
next sought to establish which transcription factors enable PKC-
to tether to the chromatin template of inducible genes in the mesenchymal state. The promoter regions (kb ⫹1 kb to ⫺0.5) of the
420 most highly expressed transcripts in CSCs versus NCSCs and
NS cells (see Table S1 in the supplemental material) were analyzed
for overrepresented transcription factor binding motifs compared
to 974 random promoters. The NF-B matrix occurred in significantly more CSC gene promoters (Fisher’s exact test, P ⫽ 0.0008)
(Fig. 5A); indeed, the NF-B family has an established role as a
partner to PKC signaling (70–72), and it has recently been implicated in both pancreatic and breast CSCs (73, 74).
To further investigate the nature of NF-B family members in
EMT, we carried out NF-B activity assays, which suggested that
both nuclear and cytoplasmic p50 and p65 activities were overall
increased upon stimulation in MCF-IM cells (Fig. 5B and C). In
addition, activity assays in MDA-MB-231 cells also displayed p65
and p50 activity, with nuclear fractions detecting greater activity
than the cytoplasmic fractions (see Fig. S5A and S5B in the supplemental material). Given that previous studies in the context of
the immune system have established that PKC- signals to and
activates NF-B family members (31, 72), we next addressed the
impact of PKC- on NF-B activity in our system by utilizing a
novel, highly selective ATP-competitive PKC- specific inhibitor,
compound 27 (C27) (75). As anticipated, C27 abrogated PKC-
activity both in our in vitro PKC- activity assay (Fig. 5D) and in
nuclear and cellular extracts generated from MCF-IM cells pretreated with C27 (Fig. 5E). Consistent with the BIM data (Fig. 4G),
C27 also abolished CSC formation as measured by FACS (Fig. 5F;
see also Fig. S5C in the supplemental material) and transcription
of CSC-inducible genes (Fig. 5G). Furthermore, C27 significantly
decreased p50 and p65 nuclear activity (Fig. 5H and I), suggesting
that PKC- also signals to NF-B proteins in the mesenchymal
state.
Previously published data suggest that stimulus-induced phosphorylation of the p65 subunit, including at serine 468 and serine
536, plays a key role in the transcriptional activation following
nuclear translocation (76–80). To address whether PKC- has an
impact on phosphorylation at serine 468 and serine 536 in the
EMT/CSC process, immunoblot analysis of nuclear extracts from
MCF-IM was carried out with anti-phospho p65 (serine 536) and
anti-phospho p65 (serine 468) antibodies. p65 phosphorylated at
serine 468 (p65-P-468) was induced following stimulation, and
this phosphorylation was inhibited in the presence of C27 (Fig.
5J). Interestingly, p65 phosphorylated at serine 536 (p65-P-536)
showed no effect with the C27 inhibitor (see Fig. S5D in the sup-

with vehicle alone or with PKC--specific inhibitor compound 27 (C27). (J) Immunoblotting of MCF-IM nuclear extracts for phosphorylated NF-B p65 at
serine 468 (p468) after treatment with (⫹) or without (⫺) compound 27. Fifteen micrograms of the protein was used for Western blots, and histone H3 antibody
was used as a nuclear control. (K and L) Immunoblotting of MCF-IM cell nuclear fraction (K) and cytoplasmic fraction (L) for global NF-B p65 after treatment
with (⫹) or without (⫺) compound 27. Densitometric analyses using Image J software are provided below Western blots in panels J, K, and L. (M) Halfway ChIP
of stimulated MCF-IM cells with anti-PKC- antibody. WCL, whole-cell lysate utilized for the immunoprecipitation (IP) experiments. WCL is immunoblotted
with anti-PKC- antibody. ⫺AB or ⫹AB, absence or presence, respectively, of antibody. Immunoblotting was done with either anti-RNA Pol II, anti-p65
antibodies, or anti-PKC- antibody. All results either represent the means ⫾ the standard errors from three independent experiments or, for panels J, K, L, and
M, are the individual results from a representative experiment of three replicates (n ⫽ 3). *, P ⬍ 0.05; ns, not significant.
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plemental material), suggesting that phosphorylation of this residue on p65 occurs independently of PKC-. Furthermore, immunoblotting with pan-p65 antibody revealed that C27 also inhibited
p65 abundance in the nuclei of both epithelial and mesenchymal
states (Fig. 5K). On the other hand, global accumulation of p65 was
observed in the cytoplasmic fraction of C27-treated epithelial and
mesenchymal cells derived from the MCF-IM (Fig. 5L). Collectively,
this suggests that PKC- activity is possibly required globally both for
maintaining p65 in the nucleus and for its phosphorylation at a key
active site (serine 468) of this transcription factor.
Finally, we addressed whether PKC- and NF-B directly associate in the MCF-IM. PKC- halfway ChIP on MCF-IM nuclear
extracts showed an association between endogenous PKC- and
p65 or RNA Pol II (Fig. 5M). Hence, nuclear PKC- exists in the
proximity of NF-B and the active transcription complex in a
mesenchymal state.
Overall, these data suggest that active PKC- collaborates with
active NF-B family members.
NF-B family members are part of the chromatinized PKC-containing active transcription complex on inducible EMT
and CD44high/CD24low-CSC signature genes. Our results thus far
suggest that there is cross talk between the NF-B family members
and PKC-. However, the identity of the NF-B family members
that participate in the regulation of inducible EMT genes remains
elusive. We therefore embarked on a systematic analysis of which
NF-B family members have an impact on CD44high/CD24low
CSC formation using FACS. Knockdown of p50 and p65 alone
(see Fig. S6A in the supplemental material) or in combination
reduced CD44high/CD24lowCSC formation compared to mocktreated cells (Fig. 6A) and reduced transcription of two CSC-enriched genes, CD44 and IL-6 (Fig. 6B and C); c-Rel knockdown
had no effect on CSC formation (see Fig. S6B and C in the supplemental material). ChIP and sequential ChIP confirmed that both
p50 and p65 were recruited on the promoters of inducible genes in
both the MCF-IM (Fig. 6D and E) and HMLE-IM (Fig. 6F) in the
mesenchymal state and that they coexist on these promoters (Fig.
6G) with Pol II (Fig. 6H and I). Both p65 and p50 demonstrated
increased cooccupancy with PKC--P across the CD44 promoter
in the stimulated state (Fig. 6J and K). Taken together, our results
suggest that the NF-B family members p50 and p65 associate
with chromatinized PKC- on the CSC-enriched mesenchymal
genes CD44 and IL-6.
NF-B family members p50 and p65 exhibit differential effects in the tethering of chromatinized PKC- on inducible
genes. We next addressed to what extent p50 and p65 were required to tether the PKC--containing active transcription complex onto chromatin. Knockdown of p65 completely abolished
the recruitment of Pol II, PKC--P, and p50 proteins across both
the CD44 (Fig. 7A to C) and IL-6 promoters (Fig. 7D to G) in the
mesenchymal state, suggesting that p65 is required for the assembly of the PKC- active transcription complex at inducible genes
enriched in the mesenchymal state.
In comparison, knockdown of p50 displayed minimal effects
on the tethering of Pol II and PKC--P (Fig. 7H and I) but increased p65 association (Fig. 7J) on the CD44 gene promoter in
mesenchymal cells, suggesting that in the absence of p50 a compensatory mechanism may occur. In contrast, knockdown of p50
reduced Pol II, PKC--P, and p65 across the IL-6 promoter in
mesenchymal cells, comparable to that of p65 (Fig. 7D, E, and G).
Taken together, knockdown of p50 had surprisingly different ef-
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fects across the CD44 and IL-6 promoters. p50 appears to be indispensable for the tethering of the PKC- active transcription
complex on the IL-6 promoter but is dispensable on the CD44
gene promoter.
We next determined whether PKC- could affect the recruitment of p50 and p65 onto these inducible CSC-enriched genes.
We observed that PKC- knockdown reduced the association of
both p65 and p50 on the CD44 (Fig. 7K and L) and IL-6 (Fig. 7M
and N) promoters in the MCF-IM. As anticipated, knockdown of
PKC- prevented Pol II recruitment (Fig. 7O).
Overall, these results suggest that the NF-B family members p50 and p65 are critical for association of chromatinized
PKC- onto mesenchymally enriched gene promoters such as
CD44 and IL-6.
Genome-wide analysis reveals that chromatinized PKC-
preferentially binds to the 5= untranslated region (5=UTR) of a
distinct cohort of inducible PKC--sensitive genes. Chromatinized PKC- is therefore targeted to a key set of inducible-gene
promoters whose expression is induced in the mesenchymal state.
It was important to ascertain the genome-wide distribution of
PKC- in EMT and CSC processes. PKC- ChIP-seq analysis was
undertaken in the MCF-IM. A total of 14,108,692 and 4,645,493
reads from nonstimulated and stimulated MCF7–PKC- ChIP
samples, respectively, were uniquely mapped to the Hg19 genome;
23,370,927 and 21,886,666 reads were uniquely mapped from the
respective total input samples. In stimulated MCF-7 cells, 9,175
PKC--enriched peaks were detected in PKC- versus genomic
samples using ZINBA (P ⬍ 0.05), while 10,867 peaks were detected using BayesPeaks (with a posterior probability of ⬎0.9990);
2,945 peaks were detected by both programs.
PKC- peaks were relatively broad compared to those seen for
many transcription factors in ChIP-seq, compared by three peak
caller programs: BayesPeaks, ZINBA, and MACS2 (see Fig. S7A to
F in the supplemental material). MACS2 failed to call many of the
smaller, broader peaks (see Table S5 in the supplemental material), such as those at the start of the BHLHE40 and TRIB1 transcripts, but enrichment of PKC- at this region was confirmed by
real time-PCR (see Fig. S8 in the supplemental material).
When nonstimulated and stimulated read counts for the
ZINBA/BayesPEAK peaks were regressed (y ⫽ 0.9575 ⫹ 1.241x
[Fig. 8A]), a subset of peaks were clearly shown to have increased
PKC- presence in the stimulated cells. Of 1,721 peaks with at least
1.5-fold-greater normalized sequencing tag in the stimulated sample, the majority were within 10 kb of an Ensembl transcript (Fig.
8B). Nearly one-half (44%) of these peaks occurred in the 5=UTR
(Fig. 8B). Peaks occurring at the TSS (transcription start site) were
annotated as 5=UTR. Gene ontology analysis indicated that the
genes bound to PKC- were enriched for genes associated with
transcription, cell cycle, and endosomal transport (Benjamini
value, ⬍0.05).
We next determined the extent to which PKC- directly associates at the loci of PKC--dependent inducible genes in the mesenchymal state. Of the PKC--bound gene set, 1,064 genes were
represented on the microarray, and a subset was differentially expressed in both the inducible HMLE-IM and MCF-IM. As shown
in Fig. 8C, 110, 151, and 52 genes were induced in the HMLE-IM,
in the MCF-IM, and in CSCs, respectively. We identified 62 inducible PKC--sensitive genes that also showed increased PKC-
chromatin association in mesenchymal cells (Fig. 8D; see also Table S5 in the supplemental material), termed “direct PKC--de-
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FIG 6 NF-B family members partner with chromatinized PKC- on inducible EMT and CSC genes. (A) CD44high/CD24low CSCs FACS analysis of MCF-IM
cells transfected with either mock siRNA, p50 siRNA, or p65 siRNA and subsequently either nonstimulated (NS) or stimulated (ST). (B and C) mRNA expression
by real-time PCR of CD44 and IL-6, respectively, of samples as described for panel A. (D and E) p50 and p65 ChIP assays in MCF-IM cells across the CD44 and
IL-6 promoters, respectively. (F) p50 and p65 ChIP assays in HMLE-IM cells across the CD44 promoter region. (G) Enrichment of DNA on the CD44 promoter
seen when sequential ChIP was performed first with anti-p65 antibody and then with anti-p50 antibody. (H and I) Sequential ChIP as described for panel G,
except first with anti-Pol II and then with either anti-p50 (H) or anti-p65 (I) antibody. (J and K) Sequential ChIP as for panel H, except first with either anti-p65
antibody (J) or anti-p50 antibody (K) and then with anti-PKC- antibody. All results represent the means ⫾ the standard errors from three independent
experiments (n ⫽ 3). *, P ⬍ 0.05.

pendent genes” (DPDs). Several of these PKC- bound target
genes identified from the ChIP-seq data were further validated for
a subset of genes by a quantitative real-time PCR on ChIP NS and
ST samples to confirm (i) that they are indeed enriched for PKC-
and (ii) how the observed presence of PKC- in the NS and ST
samples compared to the presence predicted from the ChIP-seq
experiments (see Fig. S7 in the supplemental material).
The size of the PKC- binding regions for the DPDs was adjusted to 1 kb before they were analyzed for overrepresented transcription factor binding sites using Genomatix. Twenty-eight mo-
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tif families had Z-scores of ⬎5 when their frequency was
compared to both promoter regions (which have similar GC content) and background genomic regions (see Table S6 in the supplemental material). One of the significant motifs was the NF-B
family, with the majority of regions possessing NF-B motifs (Fig.
8D; see also Table S6). In addition, several DPDs, such as JUNB,
had PKC- bound to different parts of the gene, such as both the
5=UTR and 3=UTR regions, while others, such as KLF10, had only
5=UTR binding (Fig. 8E). Interestingly, the 3=UTR PKC- binding
domains of KLF10 and JUNB (Fig. 8E) were enriched in permis-
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FIG 7 Differential effects of p50 and p65 in the anchoring of chromatinized PKC- on inducible genes. (A to C) ChIP on mock and p65 siRNA-pretreated
MCF-IM cells, nonstimulated (NS) and PMA stimulated for 60 h (ST) across the CD44 promoter using antibodies against Pol II (A), PKC--P (B), and p50 (C).
Results are from 3 independent experiments. (D to G) ChIP on mock and p65 siRNA-pretreated MCF-IM cells, nonstimulated (NS) and PMA stimulated for 60
h (ST) across the IL-6 promoter using antibodies against Pol II (D), PKC-theta-P (E), p50 (F), and p65 (G). (H to J) ChIP on either mock or p50 siRNA-treated
MCF-IM cells, nonstimulated (NS) and PMA stimulated for 60 h (ST) across the CD44 promoter using antibodies against Pol II (H), PKC--P (I), and p65 (J).
(K and L) ChIP on either mock or PKC- siRNA-treated MCF-IM, nonstimulated (NS) and PMA stimulated for 60 h (ST) across the CD44 promoter using
antibodies against p65 (K) and p50 (L). (M to O) ChIP similar to those described for panels K and L, but across the IL-6 promoter. All results represent
the means ⫾ standard errors from three independent experiments (n ⫽ 3). **, P ⬍ 0.01; *, P ⬍ 0.05; ns, not significant.
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sive chromatin marks, such as H3K4me3 and histone acetylation,
based on the Encode Roadmap project of H1-derived mesenchymal cells.
Overall, our genome-wide analysis unveils a distinct cohort of
PKC--dependent inducible genes, termed DPDs. At such loci,
PKC- directly tethers to the chromatin template in mesenchymal
cells.
DISCUSSION

In this study, we show that the signal transduction kinase PKC-
functions as a critical molecular switch to induce EMT and formation of breast CSCs. Specifically, for the first time, we (i) demonstrated the contribution of PKC- to the EMT/CSC process; (ii)
demonstrated the essential nature of this signaling kinase in the
EMT/CSC process; (iii) demonstrated a nuclear role for PKC- in
the context of breast cancer; (iv) addressed the essential nature of
nuclear PKCs in transcription regulation of inducible genes; (v)
demonstrated the interplay between the nuclear PKC- and
NF-B in the context of EMT/CSCs; (vi) addressed the essential
nature of individual NF-B family members in EMT/CSCs and
the interplay between chromatinized PKC- and NF-B family
members. Collectively, this study shows the cross talk between
signaling kinases, inflammation transcription factor drivers
(NF-B family members), and chromatin for eliciting transcriptional programs that drive mesenchymal differentiation and CSC
formation.
The requirement of the PKC- pathway for induction of the
mesenchymal state is a new finding that paves the way for therapeutic targeting of aggressive mesenchymal cells and CSCs. The
effects of pathway inhibition are apparent in both the phenotypic
and the molecular states. Both the PKC-specific inhibitor BIM and
a PKC- selective peptide inhibitor abrogate EMT and CSC formation in both the MCF-IM and the MDA-MB-231 basal-like
breast cancer model. A combination of strategies were used to test
the stemness of the CSCs: (i) CSCs were enriched in cells with the
CD44high/CD24low CSC phenotype; (ii) CSCs, but not the nonCSCs, have the ability to form spherical colonies in suspension
cultures (mammospheres); (iii) CSCs express a distinct inducible
gene transcriptome program compared to non-CSCs; (iv) in the
context of chromatin, CSC-enriched gene transcripts display differential histone modification patterns; (v) CSCs show a distinct
microRNA profile compared to non-CSCs; and (vi) CSCs, but not
non-CSCs, express key stemness factors, such as MYC and KLF4
(see Fig. S1O in the supplemental material).
Our data suggest that there is interplay between CSC formation, transcription, and chromatin-tethered PKC-. ChIP analysis
in three EMT models, i.e., the epithelial MCF-IM, the HMLE-IM,
and the mesenchymal MDA-MB231 model, shows that PKC-
tethers to the epigenetic template on a panel of CSC-inducible
genes. At the CD44 gene promoter, recruitment of PKC- is impeded in PKC- siRNA-treated cells compared to the mock siRNA
cells, which is associated with a loss of a key active transcription
mark, Pol II, and the key inflammatory transcription factor p65, as
well as impaired CD44 transcription. Furthermore, in functional
experiments we observed abrogation of the CSC subpopulation,
as measured by CD44high/CD24low FACS analysis and mammosphere assays. Additionally, the chromatin accessibility assay
(FAIRE) (41) shows inhibition of chromatin accessibility of the
CD44 gene in PKC- siRNA-treated cells. In further support of the
importance of chromatinized PKC- in the regulation of CSC
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gene transcription, our PKC- NLS mutant analysis shows that
nuclear translocation of PKC- is essential for CSC formation and
transcription of key CSC genes such as CD44. Overall, our data
consistently show that nuclear PKC- plays an integral part in the
EMT process by promoting chromatin accessibility and enhancing expression of key CSC genes such as CD44. In the global context, our ChIP-seq data show that chromatinized PKC- tethers to
a distinct cohort of mesenchymal enriched genes, including key
EMT master regulators.
Microarray profiling shows that a distinct cluster of PKC-sensitive genes are in the TGF-␤ EMT pathway and include key
CSC-inducible genes such as CD44, IL-6, and PLAUR and others
defined as EMT signature genes (51, 52). The PKC--dependent
inducible gene expression program that occurs during mesenchymal differentiation requires collaborative signaling from NF-B,
which is usually elicited via TNF-␣-mediated NOTCH and Src
signaling pathways (74, 81).
The physiological or pathological signals that mediate the
PKC- pathway in EMT and CSCs remain to be established. Indeed, our gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) suggested that the
PKC- pathway in the mesenchymal/CSC state operates via central inflammatory pathways such as TNF-␣, interferons, and EGF
pathways as well as the TGF-␤ pathway. Thus, our data suggest
that PKC- acts as a central molecular node that is critical for the
integration of the TGF-␤ and inflammatory signals via the key
inflammatory transcription factor, NF-B, for inducible gene
transcription during the EMT/CSC process. In this context, we
propose a model whereby PKC-theta functions as a dual signaling
and chromatin-tethered kinase for the induction of a distinct program of inducible CSC-enriched genes in close collaboration with
the NF-B family members (see Fig. S9 in the supplemental material). In addition, given that PKC and TGF-␤-dependent inducible genes that are PKC- insensitive in the mesenchymal state
were detected, it is likely that PKC isoforms have distinct but critical roles in EMT and CSC formation. In support of this, Tam et al.
recently showed that the PKC-␣ signaling node was required for
CSC formation (82). It is also tempting to speculate that both
conventional PKC-␣ and PKC- isoforms cooperate in the induction of mesenchymal-state-specific genes. Indeed, PKC-␣ activity
has been shown to be an activator of PKC- in human T cells (83).
Thus, we suggest that distinct PKC isoform-dependent nuclear
and signaling nodes are likely to converge to drive EMT and breast
CSC formation.
A recent report highlighted that PKC- is present mainly in
estrogen receptor (ER)-negative basal-like breast cancer lines
(34). Here we show that PKC- is predominantly nuclear in localization in the basal-like breast cancer lines and EMT results in an
increased nuclear PKC- presence in mesenchymal cells. The nuclear distribution of PKC- was also clearly demonstrable in primary breast cancers, in contrast to what is seen in normal breast
epithelium. This is consistent with active PKC- acting within the
nucleus as part of an active transcription complex on inducible
genes enriched in the mesenchymal state and elevated in CSCs.
The data are also consistent with our recent report showing that
PKC- exists as a chromatin-tethered adapter protein on immune
responsive genes and is important for inflammatory responses
(38). An accessible chromatin configuration prevails in the mesenchymal state across the proximal promoter of key inducible
genes such as CD44 and is enriched in an active chromatin complex consisting of NF-B, PKC-, and Pol II-associated complex,
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which is conducive to enhanced CD44 transcription (see Fig. S9 in
the supplemental material). Given that PKC is essential for chromatin accessibility at such loci, we also propose that PKC- tethered to the chromatin template via p50 and p65 is required for the
recruitment of a chromatin remodeling complex (see Fig. S9 in the
supplemental material). Future proteomics-based studies will ultimately provide novel insights into other chromatin-associated
proteins, such as chromatin remodelers, that form the PKC- active transcription complex. It remains also to be determined
which repressive epigenetic mechanisms decorate the loci of inducible genes such as CD44 and IL-6 in NCSCs and impede the
engagement of the active PKC- complex.
Our findings in this study demonstrate that PKC- acts as a
dual cytoplasm- and nucleus-anchored kinase in cancer, as it does
in T cells (29, 35). We show that PKC- activity is required for
nuclear p65 phosphorylation at serine 468 in the mesenchymal/
CSC state. As depicted in the model (see Fig. S9 in the supplemental material), we propose that this event occurs at the level of the
chromatin template, akin to that previously documented for IB
kinase ε (IKKε) in response to TNF signaling (84). Given that
IKKε has been identified as a breast cancer oncogene amplified
and overexpressed in ⬎30% of breast tumors (85, 86), it will be
interesting to establish in the future the precise interplay between
these two chromatin-tethered kinases in breast mesenchymal cells
(see Fig. S9).
PKC- activity has been previously documented to also stimulate the regulation of cell cycle genes such as cMYC via FOXOmediated effects on cRel in ER-negative breast cancer cells (35).
Given that we show here that PKC- also directly tethers to cMYC,
this raises the possibility that cross talk between the signaling and
nuclear PKC- nodes exists.
Our genome-wide analysis suggested that PKC- predominantly anchors to the 5= ends of genes in the mesenchymal state,
not the coding regions as seen in T cells (29), further supporting
the notion that chromatinized PKC- is acting as a transcriptional
regulator of the mesenchymal state in cancer. Specifically, we
identified a distinct cohort of PKC--sensitive genes that showed
increased PKC- chromatin association in mesenchymal cells,
termed direct PKC--dependent genes (DPDs). Several of the
genes within this cluster have previously been identified as regulators of EMT and cancer such as MYC (87), SOX4 (88), TP63 (89,
90), and JUNB (91). This raises the intriguing possibility that
chromatin-anchored PKC- is a novel upstream regulator that
directly participates in regulating major EMT and cancer drivers.
Knockdown of PKC- using siRNA shows that it is crucial for
maintaining a permissive chromatin state for CSC-inducible
genes such as IL-6 and CD44, and indeed PKC- bound chromatin

domains appear to be engulfed in key active epigenetic marks such
as H3K4me3 and H3K9 acetylation. Since PKC- mediates chromatin accessibility, we hypothesize that chromatin-anchored
PKC- engages with pioneering factors that are important for facilitating the opening of local chromatin in the context of EMT. In
support of this hypothesis, transcription factor binding analysis of
the PKC--sensitive gene set (see Table S6 in the supplemental
material) identifies enrichment of motifs for the pioneering transcription factor FOXO2 (92–94). Given that PKC- itself cannot
bind DNA, one scenario would be that PKC- works in association with these pioneering factors to maintain permissive chromatin states. PKC- is likely to stabilize the pioneering factor complex on the chromatin template by locally phosphorylating
proteins within the complex or functioning as an adapter protein,
as previously shown for the yeast chromatin kinase Hog1 (27).
Critical to understanding the link between inflammation, cancer progression, and the epigenetic state, a chromatinized PKC-NF-B switch operates during EMT, which is essential for the
induced transcription of signature mesenchymal genes. Indeed,
NF-B is known to play a role in the formation of CSCs, but here
we establish that there is context dependency (74, 81). The NF-B
family members p50 and p65 are indispensable for induction of
CSCs in the mesenchymal state, and in contrast, cRel appears to be
redundant in this context, suggesting that cRel’s role is confined to
inducible immune responsive genes (19, 95). Intriguingly, the majority of DPD genes possess high-affinity binding sites for NF-B.
Critically, both p50 and p65 engage with PKC- on the chromatin
template of CD44 and IL-6. Our data therefore suggest that the
active PKC- transcription complex anchors to the chromatin via
the p50 and p65 heterodimer on certain inducible genes critical
for the mesenchymal state. Although p65 is essential for the recruitment of the PKC- active transcription complex to both
CD44 and IL-6 promoters, p50 appears to be indispensable for the
tethering of the PKC- active transcription complex on the IL-6
promoter but not the CD44 promoter. Two possible scenarios are
likely explanations for p50 gene specific effect. (i) Given that p50
has previously been implicated in transcriptional elongation (96,
97), we propose that in the absence of p50, the Pol II–PKC-
complex is effectively recruited onto the CD44 promoter but remains nonprocessive/stalls, preventing elongation. (ii) Our previous study in T cells suggested that chromatinized PKC- functions
via both positive (coding genes) and negative (microRNA genes)
regulatory mechanisms (29). Thus, the final output for induciblegene expression is a consequence of a balancing act between these
positive and negative signals. With this in mind, one possibility for
the discrepancy in the IL-6 and CD44 p50 knockdown data could
be that PKC- and p50 also regulate microRNAs in CSCs and, as a

FIG 8 Genome-wide analysis identifies the direct tethering of PKC- to a distinct cohort of inducible PKC--sensitive genes. (A) PKC- binding in NS and ST
MCF-7 cells as measured by normalized tag counts for the PKC peaks. Tag counts were normalized to per million uniquely mapped reads. The regression line is
shown. (B) PKC- peaks associated with stimulated MCF7 cells bind different regions of the genome relative to the transcription start site (TSS) of the nearest
Ensembl transcript. Peaks were classified as 5=UTR, 3=UTR, exon, intron, promoter (⬍1 kb from TSS), upstream (⬍10 kb from TSS), or intergenic. Only peaks
with ⬎1.5-fold normalized sequencing reads in the stimulated MCF7 sample were considered. (C) Numbers of PKC- bound genes that displayed increased or
decreased abundance by TGF-␤ treatment of HMLE cells, PMA treatment of MCF-7 cells, or CSCs compared to NCSCs. Genes in which expression went up or
down were determined using Hugene 1.0 Affymetrix microarrays with a log2 (0.5) cutoff. (D) Expression of the PKC-dependent genes with PKC- binding as
detected by ChIP-seq (Hugene 2.0 Affymetrix arrays). The heat map shows log2 expression values scaled across the gene and clustered by Euclidean distance using
complete linkage. Black asterisks mark PKC- binding regions that contain the NF-B binding motif. Green asterisks mark genes that are induced by TGF-␤ in
HMLE. Blue, low expression; red, high expression. (E) PKC- binding at JUNB and KLF10 in nonstimulated (NS) and PMA-stimulated (ST) MCF-7 cells.
ChIP-seq read counts (number of reads per million mapped reads) are shown for PKC- and total input samples in the UCSC genome browser. The RoadMap
data for H1-derived mesenchymal stem cells show permissive histone environments (red, high H3K4me3 and histone acetylation) near the PKC- binding peaks.
Peaks called by Zinba are shown with their P values, while peaks called by BayesPeak are shown with posterior probabilities.
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consequence, expression of these two CSC signature gene transcripts is ultimately a balancing act between the resulting positive
and negative effects. However, substantive further studies will be
required to solidify this concept and unravel the interplay between
PKC-, p50, p65, and microRNA gene regulation.
Future genome-wide studies will ultimately establish the extent to which p50 and p65 are required for the tethering of PKC-
to the epigenome in the mesenchymal state. Ultimately, the need
for each family member may be stimulus and gene context dependent.
Overall, our data provide a new dimension to the contribution
of PKCs in chromatin regulation and EMT/CSC process. Given
that PKCs are considered key therapeutic targets in many cancers,
such information will not only provide crucial basic mechanistic
insights into the contribution of PKC signaling family members in
different cell types but also pave the way for novel epitherapeutic
strategies. Targeting CSCs remains an underdeveloped area of
cancer therapy, but here we identify a novel epigenetic mechanism
to target in the notoriously chemo- and radiotherapy-resistant
CSC population, using specific inhibitors that are already in development.
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